
It Might Be Today 

“Kid Stuff” 
Prophecy Update #739 

Christians are encouraged to look for “the blessed hope - the glorious appearing of 
our great God and Savior, Jesus Christ” (Titus 2:13).  

We look ahead to tomorrow, living with the awareness Jesus could come today. 

One of the ways we look ahead to tomorrow is to consider the hundreds of unfulfilled 
prophecies in the Bible. We can expect the world to be moving in the direction 
predicted for the End Times. 

We reserve a few minutes Sunday morning to suggest news, or trends, that seem to 
be predicted by our futurist reading of the Bible: 

• To avoid sensationalism, we are careful to use recognized, reliable sources for 
news. 

• We’re not saying the things we report are the fulfillment of prophecy. We’re saying 
that they are the things you’d expect to be happening in the build- up to the future 
seven year Time of Jacob’s Trouble. 

The apostle Paul wrote, “But know this, that in the last days perilous times will come: 
For men will be lovers of themselves, lovers of money, boasters, proud, blasphemers, 
disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy, unloving, unforgiving, slanderers, without 
self-control, brutal, despisers of good, traitors, headstrong, haughty, lovers of 
pleasure rather than lovers of God, having a form of godliness but denying its power” 
(Second Timothy 3:1-5).  

Let’s take a look at “disobedient to parents.” Kids have always been disobedient to 
their parents. What if it has the application of not needing to “obey their parents?” In 
other words, what if it might include the lack of parental consent? 

I read an article titled, New Bill Would Have California Parents Lose Parental Rights At 
Age 12. 

Excerpts:    
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Snuck into AB 665, legislation ostensibly about extending mental health care to 
lower-income California youths, is a provision that effectively would terminate 
parents' rights over their kids as soon as they turn 12.  
The California Family Council warns that this bill “would allow children as young as 12 
years old to consent to being placed into state funded group homes without parental 
permission or knowledge.”   

As long as a mental health professional signs off on it, the kids can go to such a group 
home - and it doesn't matter what their parents think.  

“This bill gives a stranger, a school psychologist, power to decide whether a sixth or 
seventh grader comes home from school that day, and that’s terrifying,” Erin Friday, a 
California mom of two teens, tells The Daily Signal. Why is this needed? The article 
explains, “LGBT youth are likely to avoid using public mental health services if they 
believe that doing so will cause them to have to reveal their LGBT status to their 
parents or peers,” the Center for American Progress said in a report.   1

parentalrights.org reports the following: 

Parental rights.org says, “Too often, the area of education sees the tension between 
parents and a group of professional elites who believe they can better make 
decisions for all children.” 
• Laws in a majority of states limit or entirely deny to parents any “right” to be 

present on school grounds where their child is in attendance. 
• The Ninth Circuit in Fields v. Palmdale (2005) held that, “Parents…have no 

constitutional right…to prevent a public school from providing its students 
with whatever information it wishes to provide, sexual or otherwise, when and 
as the school determines that it is appropriate to do so.”  2

Overthrowing parental consent is a severe form of disobedience to parents. It’s to be 
expected as the world is hurtling towards the Time of Jacob’s Trouble and the 
totalitarian global rule of the antichrist.   
   
The resurrection and rapture of the church are imminent. It could happen any 
moment; nothing needs to happen before it. 

 https://www.prophecynewswatch.com/article.cfm?recent_news_id=60151

 https://parentalrights.org/understand_the_issue/current-state-parental-rights/parental-rights-public-school-2

access/
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Jesus will come, in the clouds, and raise the dead believers of the Church Age. 

He will transform the bodies of living believers to glorified, resurrection bodies. We 
will join Him in Heaven while the earth endures one final seven- year campaign of 
severe evangelism. 

Are you ready for the rapture? If not, Get ready; Stay ready; Keep looking up. 

Ready or not, Jesus is coming!
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